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Creat ing New Ideas

CREATE C   �� POD KIT

CREATE C15 POD KIT is one of the latest evolution to disposable vaping, featuring economic and 
environmental friendly large changeable pod solution. A vast amount of 15ml juice is packed in 
each Pod, powered by 1.0Ω Mesh coil that delivers max. 7000 puffs of persistent flavor. 
Ultra-compact crystal clear battery compartment packs a Type-C charging 650mAh battery, an 
MTL to RDL range AFC, with a little retro personality for the vaper.



Grape Mango Strawberry
Watermelon

Strawberry
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Apple
Strawberry Peach

Mango Yakult Red Mojito Honeydew
Ice Cream

White
Velvet Cake

Apple Pie

Available Flavors

Aloe Grape
Blackcurrant Ice

More Flavors Coming Soon

Main Features

*The capacity of Create C15 is 15 ml.
2% | 3.5% | 5% Nic options are availble for different regions (enquire sales representative for MOQ)

1.0Ω Mesh Coil

650mAh
& Type-C Charging

Large Changeable Pod Max. 7000 Puffs

Crystal Clear
Retro Design

*AFC(Airflow Control)

MTL to RDL Range AFC*



Pod Kit Option

Pre-filled Pod Stand Alone
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*Package details coming soon
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No one can limit you, but you. When we have limited ourselves, we have decided 
that we are only capable of so much, that we can only go so far. Through non-stop 
creations, ORION Bar brings inspirations and excitement to remind you the 
opportunity to experience your heights is always available.

We want you to envision the fact that you can do 
something, you can do it. 

Never Set Limits
Why?

NEXT
for Next Leaders
From product design to CMF, "Next" stylings is custom for 
executive look and sport active users. With minimalism 
and sophistication always in mind, colors are more 
mature, device material commonly used are aluminum 
alloy or zinc alloy, and coating in glossy or matte 
anodizing. Products named "Next" fall as higher-tier 
ORION Bar being modest yet professional.

Style

Upcoming Products:

3 Styles x 3 Series = No Limits



YOUNG
for Young Professionals
For younger audience, "Young" stylings are trendy and fashionable. It constantly matches the 
latest global color trends that are vibrant and outgoing. The CMF suits a wider range of user 
groups who pursue own lifestyle. Materials commonly used are mostly food grade stainless steel, 
industrial grade silicone rubber, polypropylene, ABS and polycarbonate in the form of glossy or 
matte finishing. Products named "Young" fall as mid-tier ORION Bar to convey a new lifestyle.

CREATE
for Creative Talents
"Create" stylings are bold and vivid. Design elements 
aims at eye-catching and for attracting more attention. 
You'll find plenty of illustrations artworks and 
transparent materials being composite. Most suitable 
for users looking to expand own personality and 
attitude in life. Products named "create" fall as artistic 
ORION Bar genre opening up endless creativity to 
blend in daily work and living.

Style

Style



C Series

Series

"C" for Changeable
A newer form of disposable evolution being more economical 
and environmental-friendly. This type of disposable comes in 
two parts: A pre-filled Pod or you call it a close-system cartridge, 
and a battery part known as "Battery Mod". The Pod are are 
pre-filled with 2ml to max. 18ml amount of juice. The Mod 
always come with rechargeable Type-C and larger device has 
airflow control ranging from MTL to DTL. Products named 
"xxx-Cx" signify changeable Pod disposable with the digit 
behind showing the default amount of juice Pod bundle with.

R "R" for Refillable
A simpler form of Pod System with the major difference is that 
the Pod is fixed and not changeable. This type of disposable 
aims for more advanced users who can purchase his favoured 
e-liquid of asking the shop owner to fill up custom mix of juice. 
It's commonly seen with a 2ml to max. 5ml juice tank, and the 
integrated coil lifespan from ORION Bar can last up to max. 
20ml juice depending on the type of juice. Products named 
"xxx-Rx" signify refillable Pod disposable with the digit behind 
showing the tank capacity.

The the most commonly seen type of disposable in todays 
market. The device is being sold pre-filled and made to last til 
very last drop of juice. Puff count ranges from 600 to max. 
10K puffs and juice amount vary from 2ml to 18ml. All ORION 
Bar devices comes with single Mesh coil or Dual Mesh coil, 
while larger puff counts comes with airflow control ranging 
from MTL to DTL and Type-C rechargeable battery. Products 
named "xxx-Px" signify Pre-filled with the digit behind 
showing the amount of juice.

P Series "P" for Pre-filled


